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The Many Lives of Kojin

FUTUR DREI

2019

Thursday / October 28 / 21:15
Supernova Cinema

OPENING FILM

Dir. Diako Yazdani
88 minutes
France, Iraq
Fiction
Arabic, Kurdish
English subtitles
Producer			
Raphaël Pillosio
Sound			
Manuel Vidal
Editor			
Florence Bresson
Sound 			
Manuel Vidal
Music			
Wassim Halal

Thursday / October 28 / 19:00
LAB 111
Kojin is a young Kurdish gay man who, at the
director’s request, decides to confront his
community about the subject of homosexuality.
For that, he travels back home with director
Diako Yazdani, an Iranian-Kurdish political
refugee in France. What starts as a self discovery
journey quickly turns into an exploration of
the fear of the other, and both director Yazdani
and protagonist Kojin, become the subject of
this exceptional documentary. Together, they
embark on a mission to explore themes of
religion and gay conversion therapy and face
their families, friends, and other members of the
Kurdish community with their rooted prejudices.
By drawing a portrait of a society where
homosexuality seems not to exist, Yazdani’s
debut crafts a story of courage and persistence,
and about striving to live in harmony with one’s
own nature, regardless of its consequences.
Winner of Best Documentary Queer Lisboa 2020
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Parvis, the son of exiled Iranians, copes with
life in his small hometown by indulging himself
with pop culture, Grindr dates, and raves. After
being caught shoplifting, he is sentenced to
community service at a refugee shelter where
he meets siblings Banafshe and Amon, who
have fled Iran. As a romantic attraction between
Parvis and Amon grows, the fragile relationship
between the three is put to a test. They find and
lose each other throughout a summer of fleeting
youth as well as the stark realisation that, in
Germany, they are not exactly equal.

2019
Dir. Faraz Shariat
92 minutes
Germany
Fiction
German, Persian, Arabic
English subtitles
With
Benny Radjaipour
Banafshe Hourmazdi
Eidin Jalali
Screenplay
Faraz Shariat
Paulina Lorenz
Director of Photography
Simon Vu
Sound
Janis Grossmann
Henning Hein
Editor
Friederike Hohmuth
Music
Jakob Hüffell
Premiere
Berlin International Film
Festival 2020
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Love, spells and all that

2019
Dir. Ümit Ünal
96 minutes
Turkey
Fiction
Turkish
English subtitles
With			
Ece Dizdar, Selen Uçer, Ayşenil
Şamlıoğlu, Emrah Kolukısa, Uygar
Özçelik, Damla Ersan, Murat Toprak,
Tonguç Radar, Şirzat Bilallar
Screenplay			
Ümit Ünal
Cinematography		
Türksoy Gölebeyi

Friday / October 29 / 19:00
Supernova Cinema
As teenagers, Eren and Reyhan had a
forbidden love affair. When their relationship
was discovered, Eren’s family forced them to
separate. Reyhan was sent far away from the
island and Eren to a boarding school in Europe.
The two women haven’t seen each other since.
Twenty years later, Eren finds Reyhan after
arriving on the small Turkish island where they
last saw each other. Reyhan believes that Eren’s
reappearance is because of a spell that Reyhan
requested years before. The two embark on a
day-long journey towards breaking the spell and
on a trip towards repairing lost love and healing
old wounds.

Producers			
Tayfur Aydın, Ümit Ünal
Editor			
Ümit Ünal, Melike Kasaplar
Music			
Ümit Ünal
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Seyran Ateş: Sex, Revolution
and Islam

FIASCO

2021

Sunday / October 31 / 19:00
LAB 111

Dir. Nefise Özkal Lorentzen
81 minutes
Norway
Documentary
English, German, Chinese,
Norwegian, Turkish
English subtitles
Cinematography		
Anders Hoft
Producer			
Jørgen Lorentzen
Editor			
Morten Haslerud
Music			
Simon M. Valentine
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Friday / October 29 / 21:00
Supernova Cinema

Seyran Ateş is a Turkish-German lawyer,
feminist, and one of the first female imams
in Europe and the central focus of this
extraordinary documentary. As a young Muslim
girl in Berlin, Seyran grew up experiencing
Islamic repression. Since then, she has
dedicated herself to reforming Islam, opening
the first mosque with no gender segregation,
and educating and empowering LGBTQ+
Muslim youth to embrace their sexuality. Her
bold and provocative remarks have met with
countless verbal attacks, death threats, and, as
a result, police protection. This is the story of
Seyran’s personal and ideological fight for the
modernization of Islam, and her quest for change
that takes her on a journey around the world. It
is also a journey through Seyran’s life, from her
humble beginnings as a young girl in Turkey’s
slums to a female leader daring to challenge her
own religion.

Welcome to the complicated, dysfunctional, yet
loving family dynamics between a single mother
and her two adult children in Lebanon. The film’s
narrator and director is Nicolas Khoury, who,
through 15 years of home movies, investigates
the loneliness that overcame the family when his
father passed away. Now, his sister is married
and has moved away from home and Nicolas is
left alone with his mother and her expectations
for ‘the correct life’, which he cannot fulfill. He is
questioning his own sexuality, and he does not fit
into the boxes that Lebanese society offers him.
Nicolas’s loneliness is shared by both his mother
and his sister, and it might ironically be the thing
that binds them all together.

2021
Dir. Nicolas Khoury
70 min
Lebanon, Netherlands
Documentary
Arabic, French
English subtitles
Production
Yara Yuri Safadi
Co-Production
Sekak Films
Colorist:		
Cherine Debs
Sound			
Lama Sawaya
Editor			
Cherine Debs
Supported by		
Afac, Cultural Resource, IMS
(International Media Support)
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RETROSPECTIVE
ANYAB (Fangs)

Sunday / October 31 / 15:00
Supernova Cinema
A lost gem of queer cinema, Anyab (1981)
is a remake of the musical cult classic The
Rocky Horror Picture Show. The story is
the same, albeit, with more vampires. The
difference? Anyab is Egyptian, and almost
too homoerotic to handle. Between the camp
costumes, the horror genre references, and
the 80s disco numbers, we also get a running
commentary on the social situation in Egypt
- from unemployment of youth to class war,
Anyab intersects politics and sex, in the
very best way possible. Get ready for ‘Sweet
Transvestite’ like you’ve never seen it before...
1981
Dir. Mohammed Shebl
100 minutes
Egypt
Fiction
Arabic
English subtitles

With			
Ahmed Adawiyya		
Ali El Haggar			
Hasan El-Emam		
Mona Gabr
Screenplay			
Hassn Abd Raboo		
Tarek Sharara		
Mohammed Shebl
Music			
Hussien El Imam		
Modi El Imam
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curated by Róisín
Tapponi (Habibi
Collective / Shasha
Movies)
Róisín Tapponi is an Irish-Iraqi
film curator and programmer.
She is the founder of ‘Habibi
Collective’. Tapponi is the
director of six film festivals
including Independent Iraqi
Film Festival (IIFF) and
has most recently curated
a moving-image series at
MoMA (2021). She is the
CEO of Shasha, the first
independent
streaming
service for SWANA cinema,
and ART WORK Magazine.
She has lectured on cinema
at
Oxford
University,
Northwestern University and
many more.
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FA R F R O M H O M E
SHORT FILM PROGRAM I

This selection of shorts offers several perspectives on identity and the
hardships of being different and not wanting to fit in. These characters
reclaim narratives while owning up to their loud voices. Though they are far
from home, they are working on building their own.

Thursday / October 28 / 19:30
Supernova Cinema

Barbès

Ladies, Gentlemen
and Everyone in
Between

A Tribute to Sitt el
Beit

Congenital

Outsiders

The film works on the decentering
of archetypal representations that
we produce around a culture.
Young women “intruders” occupy
the public space and take on the
same gestures and postures as
men in such places. They occupy
terraces and expose themselves in
the strangeness of a public space
of exclusion—that of gender.

In a visual essay of day-to-day
props and itineraries in Beirut,
the gendered nature of Arabic
is exposed. Quotidian elements,
whether formally gendered or
transformed into something that
is, become part of a personal
narrative
through
sound
and graphic fragments. This
experiment challenges the notion
of the binary as Wadi navigates
through the city as both male,
female, and neither.

Part of Institut Du Monde Arabe’s
exhibition: “Arab Divas” presents
Lebanese Drag artist Anya Kneez
who plays the role of a Lebanese
mother cooking at home for her
family. The film takes place in the
early 90s and is inspired by Anya’s
own home videos from childhood.
Anya chose to honor one of the
greatest Arab divas, Fairuz. For
many people in the Arab world,
Fairuz’s voice has always been
and always will be a beacon of
hope.

Roja is a teenage village girl who
is forced to marry a religious old
man for blood money. On their
wedding night, the husband
demands to have sex with Roja
against her will. Running against
time, and with the help of a
close friend, she embarks on a
desperate lonely journey towards
hope and emancipation.

In Erdogan’s Turkey, being queer
isn’t a crime (yet), but it can still
make your life a living hell. This is
why some community members
have decided to claim their right
to exist, loud and proud, with a
soccer ball.

2019

2019

2021

2021

2020

Dir. Randa Maroufi
Experimental
6 min
France, Morocco
No dialogue

Dir. Jad Wadi
Fiction
10 min
Lebanon
Arabic
English Subtitles

Dir. Anya Kneez
Fiction
9 min
USA
Arabic
English subtitles

Dir. Samko Brothers
(Saman Hosseinpuor, Ako
Zandkarimi)
Fiction
24 min
Kurdistan, Iraq
Kurdish
English subtitles

Dir. Hannah Cauhépé
Documentary
10 min
Turkey, France
English
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A Bittersweet Escape
SHORT FILM PROGRAM II

Sunday / October 31 / 17:00
Supernova Cinema

From leaving home or returning to it, these stories explore the effects of toxic
environments and the lengths oppressed individuals would go to in order to
leave their past behind. In their pursuit of their true self, time is a force one
must also make amends with.

Faraway

Spring in Autumn

Mariam

Exit Beirut

The Return

The Adam Basma
Project

After being estranged from his
own family for his homosexuality,
from a distance we observe a
young Arab man over four seasons
as he navigates his solitude—all
the while attempting to reconnect
with his mother.

An Iranian woman leaves her
husband and travels to Russia.
Memories of her World Cup
trip come up, as well as an
uncomfortable secret. Inspired
by classic epistolary melodramas,
Golmakani draws attention to
the many taboos rooted deeply in
traditional Iranian society.

Zaid, a young Arab-American
amateur drag queen, has to
confront his conservative father
and Alzheimer’s
grandfather
about his identity on an average
night gone terribly wrong.

Even the rarest of connections
can seldom define a person’s life.
When your heart is somewhere
else, you will always live a
paradox. This is a story of a special
connection between Angela and
Joan. Welcome to Beirut at night.

Tarek is back in Tunisia after 7
years of living in Italy. He lives this
return as a failure. He has to face
his old friends, his old life, and
remain strong. Then, he meets
Khaled, a new neighbour. Khaled
is all that Tarek isn’t: successful,
handsome, and able to help
others.

“My uncle left Lebanon when he
was just a teenager to become a
belly dancer. Growing up with only
what he had left behind, I’ve been
wondering my whole life who
Adam truly is.” – Leila Basma

2020

2021

2021

2019

2019

2020

Dir. Aziz Zoromba
Documentary
18 min
Canada
French, English, Arabic
English subtitles

Dir. Ghasideh Golmakani
Fiction
8 min
Iran, Russia
Persian
English Subtitles

Dir. Reem Jubran
Fiction
12 min
USA
English, Arabic
English subtitles

Dir. Eli Salameh
Fiction
7 min
Lebanon
Arabic
English subtitles

Dir. Charlie Kouka
Fiction
22 min
Tunisia, France
English subtitles

Dir. Leila Basma
Documentary
15 min
Lebanon, Czech Republic
Arabic
English subtitles
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Hearts In Purgatory
SHORT FILM PROGRAM III

Saturday / October 30 / 17:00
Supernova Cinema

Belonging and queerness lie at the heart of this collection of shorts. Here
we celebrate a revolution with passion, freedom, and all the potential of
empowerment. And we dance freely when we think no one is watching.

Bellydance Vogue

International Dawn
Chorus Day

Tahini

This Day Won’t Last Wifi Rider

Hadi’s birthday landed on the
3rd of April, 2020, during the
lockdown, and for the first time,
he celebrated it all by himself.

On International Dawn Chorus
Day (May 3, 2020), birds from
six continents join a zoom call.
They gossip about storms and
cats and wires and dates. They
talk about Egyptian filmmaker
Shady Habash, known for his
satirical
anti-dictator
music
videos, who died the day before in
Cairo’s notorious Tora prison. They
wonder about Egyptian queer
activist Sarah Hegazi, famously
incarcerated for flying a rainbow
flag at a Cairo concert, now living
as a refugee in Toronto. They don’t
realize that Sarah will take her
own life a month later, unable to
bear the pain of her prison trauma.

A young Syrian refugee struggles
to adapt to his new surroundings
of a Western European country.
When he meets Houssam, who
shares his roots but grew up in
the West, feelings he would have
never dared acknowledge, take
the upper hand.

In Tunisia (while it could also
be somewhere else), the border
between the necessity and the
fear of making a film is also
the necessity and the fear of a
revolution. In a day that could
also be a life, a young man
could also be an older woman,
and a nightmare could also be
a dream. Cooperation from a
distance turns a self-portrait into
a group depiction. Clandestine,
but straight from the heart—an
end could also lead to a new
beginning.

Life is lonely for young Palestinian,
Shukri. He spends his days on the
internet, immersed in a world
where Western popstars preach
self-love and unity, and where he
can forget the lack of acceptance
he faces in everyday life. But a life
dreaming of paradise abroad does
not bode well for a teenager stuck
in East Jerusalem. He desperately
wants to connect with others like
him, who feel caught between
an occupation, globalisation, and
the universal growing pains that
come with adulthood.

2020

2021

2020

2020

2020

Dir. Hadi Moussally
Experimental
5 min
Lebanon, France
Arabic
English subtitles

Dir. John Greyson
Experimental
15 min
Canada
Arabic, English
English Subtitles

Dir. Camille Ghekiere
Fiction
12 min
Belgium
Arabic, Dutch
English subtitles

Dir. Mouaad el Salem
Essay
26 min
Tunisia
Arabic
English subtitles

Dir. Roxy Rezvany
Documentary
12 min
UK, Jordan, Palestine
Arabic, English
English subtitles

* Winner of the Teddy Award 2021
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EYOND BORDER

FOCUS ON

20

Sunday / October 24 / 15:00

curated by ZarRaR Kahn

Human rights of the LGBTQIA+ community are under pressure
in many territories outside the regions covered by our festival.
Violations of these rights range from subtle discrimination
to torture, imprisonment, or even the death penalty. With
this in mind, we decided to launch a new section, that
we appropriately called Beyond Borders, in an attempt to
make justice of this arbitrary contradiction and to highlight
cinematic efforts outside the scope of the SWANA region. To
kick off this inaugural segment, we invited the filmmaker Zarrar
Kahn (previously known as Hamza Bangash) to curate the
program for us, focusing on contemporary Pakistani cinema.

“

Additionally, two other Pakistani films, from artist and filmmaker
Abdullah Qureshi, are included in the Xposed shorts program,
Cruising: Other Ways of Love and Journey to the Charbagh.

No Beloved

Kiran

Dastak

Zarrar Kahn is a Karachi-born, Toronto-based writer and director. His films have been featured in festivals worldwide, including TIFF, Locarno and London Film Festival. He is excited about
creating and championing cinema that explores the joy and
trauma of lives lived on the margins.

An intense moment triggers
50-year-old Ehsaan to encounter
an identity he had given up to fit
into society.

A Mehndi applicator finds a
space for herself between the
lines and pores of a bride-to-be’s
palms, leaving small unnoticeable
footprints as codified messages.

On the TV news, the entire
country has embraced an inclusive
philosophy. A young gay man
wakes up one day to the sounds
of celebration on the streets. Is it
real, or is he still dreaming?

2021

2021

2021

Dir. Salman Alam Khan
Fiction
8 min
Pakistan
Urdu
English subtitles

Dir. Fatimah Sattar
Fiction
7 min
Pakistan
Urdu
English subtitles

Dir. Fazal Ahmad
Fiction
7 min
Pakistan
Urdu
English subtitles

— with the support of Olomopolo Media

Fueled by artistic expression, the short films featured in this
program spotlighting queer Pakistani cinema transcend traditional storytelling. From documentary, narrative, or genre,
the abbreviated form offers these singular voices a chance to
explore, engage and open alternative worlds—full of queer joy,
trauma, and perseverance. Consider these short films as love
letters written in secret, to be shared sometimes as whispers,
or sometimes shouted from rooftops. As a snapshot of queer
life in Pakistan, as well as a testament to the growing independent arts scene, these films are a promise of a new wave
of cinema—one that is brimming with hope.
Zarrar Kahn
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Bhaang

Saya

Vote for X

Sameer is a married man who is
secretly in love with his barber
Asim. One night Sameer decides
to express his love for Asim,
but the conversation takes an
unexpected turn.

A cab trip through the chaotic
streets of Karachi turns into
an unpredicted journey when a
woman, dismissing her driver’s
warnings about Jinn, explores an
old abandoned home.

Vote for X follows the election
The film follows the journey of
transgender candidate Nayyab
Ali, who contested the National
Assembly seat in the 2018
elections in Pakistan. The fight for
effective political representation
unfolds through the eyes of the
protagonist, who dreams of the
day when transgender people will
reach Pakistan’s assemblies.

Róisín Tapponi is an Irish-Iraqi film curator
and programmer. She is the founder of Habibi
Collective; Tapponi is the director of six film
festivals including Independent Iraqi Film
Festival (IIFF) and has most recently curated
a moving-image series at MoMA (2021). She
is the CEO of Shasha, the first independent
streaming service for SWANA cinema, and
ART WORK Magazine. She has lectured on
cinema at Oxford University, Northwestern
University and many more.

* The film was commissioned
by the Asian Department of
Heinrich-Böll Stiftung

2020

2019

2021

Dir. Imran Sajid
Fiction
8 min
Pakistan
Urdu
English subtitles

Dir. Fawzia Mirza,
Anam Abbas
Fiction
7 min
Pakistan
Urdu
English subtitles

Dir. Tazeen Bari
Documentary
33 min
Pakistan
Urdu, Punjabi
English subtitles
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PROGRAM SCHEDULE
15:00

15:30

16:00

16:30

17:00

17:30

18:00

18:30

19:00

Thursday 10.28

19:30 •
SUPERNOVA

19:00

Friday 10.29

LAB 111

20:00

Saturday 10.30

SUPERNOVA

SUPERNOVA

17:00 •

(100 min)

SUPERNOVA

21:15 •

Lives of Kojin
(88 min)

(96 min)

21:00 • Sex,

(70 min)

Revolution
and Islam

SUPERNOVA

Beyond Borders
Focus on Pakistan
(90 min)

Short Film
Program II
(83 min)

19:00 • Fiasco
(70 min)

www.lab111.nl
www.supernovacinema.nl

Futur Drei

SUPERNOVA

LAB 111

Lab111 screenings € 10,50 / free with Cineville pass
Supernova Cinema € 7,50 / or donation based

22:00

(70 min)

(70 min)

SUPERNOVA

Retrospective

21:30

Short Film
Program III
18:30 •

17:00 •

21:00

Short Film
Program I

Spells
and All That

17:00 •

20:30

• The Many

19:00 • Love,
SUPERNOVA

Sunday 10.31

19:30

LAB 111 Arie Biemondstraat 111, 1054 PD Amsterdam
Supernova Cinema Overtoom 301, 1054 HW Amsterdam

(81 min)

22:30

23:00

PARTNERS
In cooperation with

In PARTNERSHIP with
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لبرنامج
30
@sourafilmfest
sourafilmfest.com

@iqmff
iqmf.nl

